From Boston to Berlin (B2B) Website Photo Donation Form
RELEASE FROM CLAIMS
The named undersigned DONOR pursuant to the terms herein, hereby grants the DONEE non-exclusive
rights to all donated photos cited below in-perpetuity. Furthermore, the DONOR herein claims and asserts
that all rights to-and-in these donated photos belong to the DONOR solely and not to a third party. The
DONOR asserts herein to hold DONEE both legally and monetarily harmless and whole in the event a third
party files suit asserting rights for use of third party photos without written permission.
At the sole discretion and manner of the DONEE, the DONEE shall determine to present or not present
these donated photos on the B2B website via the internet and/or by any-and-all other electronic or nonelectronic means and methods used by the DONEE form the date of donation as cited below (DONORS
signature date) in-perpetuity.
There will be no monetary consideration exchange between the parties hereto (DONOR and DONEE). The
DONOR’s consideration herein is the possibility of having the DONOR’s donated photos uploaded onto
the B2B website for display worldwide via the electronic means cited above. In the event the DONEE
determines that these donated photos are suited or not suited for display on the B2B website, for any reason,
the DONOR hereby releases and discharges the DONEE, its officers, agents, and employees, of and from
any-and-all current and future liabilities, obligations, claims, and demands arising from or related to the
DONOR’s donated photos including any claims from any third parties.
The DONOR hereby lists a description of all donated photos for use or non-use at DONEE’s discretion for
placement or non-placement onto the B2B website as follows:
1) __________________________________
2) __________________________________
3) __________________________________
4) __________________________________
5) __________________________________
6) __________________________________
DONOR Name (typed): __________________________

Date: ___________

DONOR Signature: _________________________________________
DONEE names: Roland J. Regan, Jr. and Christopher E. Mauriello

